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(57) ABSTRACT 

An optical wavelength router includes a beamsplitter, a first 
resonator, and a Second resonator. The beamsplitter Sepa 
rates an input Signal into a first beam and a Second beam. 
The first resonator reflects the first beam and has a partially 
reflective front Surface and a highly reflective back Surface 
Spaced a first optical thickneSS from the front Surface. The 
Second resonator reflects the Second beam and has a partially 
reflective front Surface and a highly reflective back Surface 
Spaced a Second optical thickness from the front Surface. The 
difference between the optical thicknesses of the first and 
Second resonators is approximately equal to one-eighth 
wavelength. 
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DISPERSION-COMPENSATED OPTICAL 
WAVELENGTH ROUTER AND CASCADED 

ARCHITECTURES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
application Ser. No. 09/798,659, filed Mar. 1, 2001, by Gan 
Zhou and Kuang-Yi Wu. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to the field 
of optical communications Systems. More specifically, the 
present invention relates to a dispersion compensated optical 
wavelength router and cascaded architectures. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0.003 Wavelength division multiplexing is a commonly 
used technique that allows the transport of multiple optical 
Signals, each at a slightly different wavelength, Over an 
optical fiber. The ability to carry multiple signals on a single 
fiber allows that fiber to carry a tremendous amount of 
traffic, including data, voice, and digital Video signals. For 
example, the International Telecommunications Union 
(ITU) Draft Recommendation G.mcs proposes a frequency 
grid which Specifies various channel spacings including 100 
GHz and 200 GHz. It would be advantageous to obtain 
Smaller channel spacings. AS transmission Systems evolve to 
longer distances, Smaller channel spacings, and higher bit 
rates, however, the phenomenon of dispersion becomes a 
limiting factor. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004 One embodiment of the present invention is an 
optical wavelength router that includes a beamsplitter, a first 
resonator, and a Second resonator. The beamsplitter Sepa 
rates an input Signal into a first beam and a Second beam. 
The first resonator reflects the first beam and has a partially 
reflective front Surface and a highly reflective back Surface 
Spaced a first optical thickness from the front Surface. The 
Second resonator reflects the Second beam and has a partially 
reflective front Surface and a highly reflective back Surface 
Spaced a Second optical thickneSS from the front Surface. The 
difference between the first optical thickneSS and the Second 
optical thickness is approximately equal to one-eighth wave 
length. 

0005. In another embodiment of the present invention, an 
optical device comprises a first stage optical wavelength 
router and a Second Stage optical wavelength router. The first 
Stage optical wavelength router receives an input wave 
length division multiplexed signal and generates a first 
output Signal comprising a first Subset of wavelength chan 
nels from the input Signal and a Second output Signal 
comprising a Second Subset of wavelength channels from the 
input signal. The first stage optical wavelength router is 
characterized by a chromatic dispersion profile having a first 
frequency offset. The Second Stage optical wavelength router 
receives the first output Signal and generates a third output 
Signal and a fourth output Signal. The Second Stage optical 
wavelength router is characterized by the chromatic disper 
Sion profile having a Second frequency offset Such that the 
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difference between the first frequency offset and the second 
frequency offset comprises one-half of the period of the 
chromatic dispersion profile. 
0006 The following technical advantages may be 
achieved by some, none, or all of the embodiments of the 
present invention. The optical wavelength router performs a 
multiplexing and/or a demultiplexing function to generate 
output waveforms that have a flat-top passband, good iso 
lation, and very low chromatic dispersion. These and other 
advantages, features, and objects of the present invention 
will be more readily understood in view of the following 
detailed description and the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007. The present invention can be more readily under 
stood in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

0008 FIGS. 1A and 1B illustrate one embodiment of an 
optical wavelength router according to the present invention; 
0009 FIG. 2 illustrates the optical wavelength router 
arranged in a tilted configuration; 
0010 FIG. 3 illustrates an example of the spectral 
response of the optical wavelength router; 
0011 FIG. 4A illustrates one embodiment of a resonator 
that may be used in the optical wavelength router; 
0012 FIG. 4B illustrates another embodiment of a reso 
nator using an air-gap Structure; 
0013 FIG. 5 illustrates the phase functions for the two 
arms of the optical wavelength router; 
0014 FIG. 6 illustrates the waveform, group delay, and 
dispersion of the optical wavelength router; 
0015 FIG. 7 illustrates a conceptual diagram of an 
interferometer; 
0016 FIG. 8 illustrates a block diagram of a Michelson 
interferometer with a resonator; 

0017 FIG. 9 illustrates the phase functions for the two 
arms of the interferometer illustrated in FIG. 8: 
0018 FIG. 10 illustrates the waveform, group delay, and 
dispersion of the interferometer illustrated in FIG. 8; 
0019 FIG. 11 illustrates another embodiment of the 
optical wavelength router according to the present invention; 

0020 FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate one embodiment of 
a Faraday rotator; 

0021 FIG. 13 illustrates yet another embodiment of the 
optical wavelength router according to the present invention; 

0022 FIG. 14 illustrates a cascaded architecture of opti 
cal wavelength routers, 
0023 FIG. 15 illustrates an optical networking architec 
ture using the optical wavelength routers, 
0024 FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate dispersion profiles 
for alternative embodiments of an optical wavelength router 
according to the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 17 illustrates a dispersion profile for various 
Stages of one embodiment of a cascaded architecture; 
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0.026 FIG. 18 illustrates a dispersion profile for various 
Stages of another embodiment of a cascaded architecture; 
and 

0027 FIG. 19 illustrates a dispersion profile for various 
Stages of a further embodiment of a cascaded architecture. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0028 FIG. 1A illustrates one embodiment of an optical 
wavelength router 10 that includes a beamsplitter 20 and 
resonators 30a and 30b. Resonators 30a and 30b are col 
lectively referred to as resonators 30. In general, router 10 
performs a multiplexing function and/or a demultiplexing 
function and reduces the dispersion generally associated 
with performing these functions. When performing the mul 
tiplexing function, router 10 combines two streams of opti 
cal Signals into a single, more densely spaced signal Stream. 
The multiplexing function of router 10 is described in 
greater detail below. When performing the demultiplexing 
function, router 10 Separates a dense Signal Stream into two, 
wider Spaced Streams. For example, beamsplitter 20 of 
router 10 receives an input signal 12 at an input port and 
Splits Signal 12 into a first beam 14 propagating along a first 
optical path and a Second beam 16 propagating along a 
Second optical path. The beams 14 and 16 propagating along 
each path are reflected back by the appropriate resonators 
30a and 30b. The two reflected beams combine and interfere 
at the beamsplitter 20 to form a first output signal 22 and a 
Second output Signal 24. Output signal 22 back-propagates 
toward the input and exits at an output port A. Output Signal 
24 emerges from an output port B. 
0029. Input signal 12 comprises a WDM signal contain 
ing multiple optical channels to define an input spectral 
band. The outputs signals 22 and 24 emerging at output ports 
A and B contain two complementary Subsets of the input 
Spectral band Such that, for example, output Signal 22 
comprises a WDM Signal containing the even channels of 
the input spectral band and output signal 24 comprises a 
WDM signal containing the odd channels of the input 
Spectral band. Therefore, alternating optical channels in the 
input spectral band are routed to each output port (e.g., even 
channels are routed to output port A, and odd channels are 
routed to output port B), as shown in the graph provided in 
FIG. 3. Router 10 therefore performs a demultiplexing 
function. If desired, this router 10 can be extended in a 
cascaded architecture with multiple stages of optical routers 
10 to progressively Separate individual channels or groups of 
channels. A description of a cascaded architecture is detailed 
with respect to FIG. 14. 
0.030. For simplicity of discussion, beamsplitter 20 is 
illustrated in FIG. 1A as a non-polarizing beamsplitter cube. 
The beam splitting takes place at a Surface 40, and the four 
outer surfaces of the beamsplitter 20 are coated with anti 
reflection film. It should be noted that generally the beam 
splitter 20 shown in FIG. 1A can either be polarization 
based or non-polarizing. For example, the beamsplitter 20 
can be a non-polarizing or polarizing thin film beamsplitter, 
a birefringent beam displacer, a diffractive optical element, 
or an optical coupler. 
0.031 Resonator 30 comprises a cavity with a partially 
reflective front Surface and a totally reflective back Surface, 
such as, for example, an etalon. FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate 
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examples of resonators 30 that may be used in router 10. It 
should be understood, however, that other types of resona 
tors 30 may be used to achieve the unique features and 
functions of the present invention. 

0032 FIG. 4A illustrates one embodiment of a single 
cavity Gires-Tournois resonator having two mirror Surfaces 
34 and 35 separated by intermediate material 32. The 
surfaces 34 and 35 are parallel to each other. The front 
mirror 34 is partially reflective, while the back mirror 35 is 
highly reflective. Consistent with Standard terminology in 
the art, the optical thickness, d, of a resonator 30 is defined 
as the physical thickness of the gap 32 multiplied by the 
refractive index of the intermediate material 32. 

0033 FIG. 4B illustrates another embodiment of a single 
cavity Gires-Tournois resonator having two mirror Surfaces 
34 and 35 parallel to each other and Separated by an air gap 
32. The layers 31 and 33 are transparent. The front surface 
36 of the first layer 31 can be coated with anti-reflection film. 
Typically, the Surface 36 also has a wedge angle relative to 
the mirror Surfaces 34 and 35 to further reduce the effect of 
residual reflections from the surface 36. The optical thick 
neSS of the resonator here is the physical thickness of gap 32 
multiplied by the refractive index of air. In general, the 
optical thickness of an object is equal to its physical thick 
ness multiplied by the refractive index of the material 
forming the distance. 

0034 Returning to FIG. 1A, the optical thicknesses of 
the resonators 30a and 30b are referred to as d1 and d2, 
respectively. The amplitude reflectivities of the front mirrors 
of the resonators 30a and 30b are referred to as r1 and r2, 
respectively. The wavelength router 10 illustrated in FIG. 
1A has two arms. The first arm traces the beam 14 propa 
gation path toward resonator 30a and the Second arm traces 
the beam 16 propagation path toward resonator 30b. For 
example, the first arm Starts at the point of interception 
between the input beam 12 and surface 40 of beamsplitter 
20. It includes the upper-left half of the beamsplitter 20, 
followed by the gap between the beamsplitter 20 and first 
resonator 30a, then the resonator 30a. The optical path 
length of the first arm is referred to as L1, and it is defined 
as the Summation of the optical thicknesses of all the parts 
in this arm including the first resonator 30a. The optical path 
length of the Second arm, L2, is defined Similarly. The 
interferometer path length difference AL is defined as (L2 
L1). 
0035) In operation of router 10 performing a demulti 
plexing function, beamsplitter 20 splits input signal 12 into 
beams 14 and 16. If the beamsplitter 20 is a polarization 
beamsplitter, beams 14 and 16 will have orthogonal polar 
izations. Beams 14 and 16 are directed onto resonators 30a 
and 30b, respectively. Each beam 14 and 16 striking the 
partially-reflective layer 34 of a resonator 30 is partially 
transmitted through the partially-reflective layer 34 into the 
resonator cavity 32, and is then reflected by the reflective 
layer 35 through the partially-reflective layer 34 toward the 
beamsplitter 20. A portion of the each beam 14 and 16 is also 
reflected back by the partially-reflective layer 34 along its 
optical path toward the beamsplitter 20 without propagating 
through a resonator 30. Each resonator 30 reflects substan 
tially all of the incident optical power back regardless of 
wavelength, but the group delay of the reflected beams is 
Strongly dependent on wavelength. 
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0.036 Both of the reflected beams from the resonators 
30a and 30b back-propagate along their respective optical 
paths toward the beamsplitter 20, where they are combined 
and interfere to produce output signals 22 and 24 containing 
complementary Subsets of the input Spectral band. For 
example, output Signal 22 comprises a first Subset of the 
input spectral band, Such as the even channels of input Signal 
12. In this example, output Signal 24 comprises a Second 
Subset of the input Spectral band complementary to the first 
Subset, Such as the odd channels of input signal 12. Output 
Signal 22 emerges from router 10 at output port A while 
output signal 24 emerges from router 10 at output port B. 
Therefore, when performing the demultiplexing function, 
router 10 Separates a dense Signal 12 into two, wider Spaced 
signals 22 and 24. Router 10 achieves low dispersion in this 
endeavor using resonators 30a and 30b. 
0037 FIG. 1B illustrates the operation of router 10 
performing a multiplexing function. Input Signals 50 and 52 
contain complementary Subsets of an output spectral band. 
Beamsplitter 20 splits each input signal 50 and 52 into 
beams 54 and 56 which are directed onto resonators 30a and 
30b, respectively. Beam 54 contains components of both 
signal 50 and signal 52. Similarly, beam 56 contains com 
ponents of both signal 50 and signal 52. Each beam 54 and 
56 striking the partially-reflective layer 34 of a resonator 30 
is partially transmitted through the partially-reflective layer 
34 into the resonator cavity 32, and is then reflected by the 
reflective layer 35 through the partially-reflective layer 34 
toward the beamsplitter 20. A portion of each beam 54 and 
56 is also reflected back by the partially-reflective layer 34 
along its optical path toward the beamsplitter 20 without 
propagating through a resonator 30. Each resonator 30 
reflects Substantially all of the incident optical power back 
regardless of wavelength, but the group delay of the 
reflected beams is Strongly dependent on wavelength. 

0038 Both of the reflected beams 54 and 56 from the 
resonators 30a and 30b back-propagate along their respec 
tive optical paths toward the beamsplitter 20, where they are 
combined and interfere to produce output signal 58. Output 
Signal 58 generally defines an output spectral band compris 
ing each of the complementary Subsets of channels in input 
signals 50 and 52. Therefore, when performing the multi 
plexing function, router 10 combines two streams of optical 
Signals 50 and 52 into a Single, more densely Spaced signal 
stream 58. Router 10 achieves low dispersion in this 
endeavor using resonators 30a and 30b. 
0039 FIG. 2 illustrates the optical wavelength router 10 
of FIG. 1A in a tilted configuration. In particular, resonator 
30a is arranged at a bias angle 0, with respect to the normal 
of the optical path of beam 14. Resonator 30b is arranged at 
a bias angle 0, with respect to the normal of the optical path 
of beam 16. In general, 0, and 0 are each set at an angle 
from 0.5 to 10 degrees to achieve an appropriate tilt con 
figuration of resonators 30. In a particular embodiment, 0. 
and 0 are each Set at approximately the same angle. In 
operation, each of beams 14 and 16 reflected by resonators 
30a and 30b, respectively, propagates toward beamsplitter 
20 along an optical path that is offset from its original optical 
path toward resonators 30a and 30b. As a result, optical 
signals 22 and 24 emitted by router 10 are isolated from 
input signal 12. It should be understood that the tilt con 
figuration of resonators 30a and 30b is not limited to that 
illustrated in FIG. 2. Rather, any tilt configuration of reso 
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nators 30a and 30b suitable to isolate output signals 22 and 
24 from input signal 12 is contemplated. Moreover, router 
10 illustrated in FIG. 2 may also be operated in a multi 
plexing function, as described above with regard to FIG. 1B, 
while Still achieving isolation of input and output Signals and 
low dispersion. 

0040 FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate the performance charac 
teristics of wavelength router 10. This example demon 
strates the construction of a low-dispersion, 50 GHz optical 
demultiplexer (i.e., the input channels are spaced 50 GHz 
apart, and the output channels are 100 GHz apart). First, the 
optical thickness d2 of resonator 30b is selected so that 
resonator 30b has a free spectral range (FSR) of approxi 
mately 50 GHz and the resonance frequencies are at f--/-25 
GHz. Here f denotes the center frequencies of the WDM 
channels of input signal 12 that are Spaced, for example, 50 
GHz apart. The FSR of resonator 30b here is defined as the 
period of the resonator's complex reflectivity. 

0041. The above conditions are achieved by following 
the equation: 

0042 and picking the integer m Such that the equation: 
d2=c/(2*FSR) 

0043) is satisfied to best approximation. Here J is the 
center wavelength of any one of the input channels within 
the FSR of the particular resonator 30; and c is the speed of 
light in a vacuum. In a particular embodiment, w is the 
center wavelength of the center input channels within the 
FSR of the particular resonator 30. In an example for a 
c-band 50 GHz router 10, we can use =1545.32 nm, 
c=2.99792458*10 M/sec, and therefore d2=2.998307 mm. 
The optical thickness d1 of resonator 30a is set such that 
d1 =d2+/-(4). In the example where d1 =d2-(4) * , 
d1 =2.99792.1 mm. 

0044. By following the procedure above, the center 
wavelength of the resonator 30a is offset relative to the 
center wavelength of the resonator 30b by approximately 
one half of the free spectral range of both the resonators. For 
example, if the free spectral range of both resonators is 
approximately 50 GHz, then the center wavelength of reso 
nator 30a is offset by approximately 25 GHZ relative to the 
center wavelength of resonator 30b. This causes the reso 
nance frequencies of the resonator 30a to match that of the 
anti-resonance frequencies of the resonator 30b. As will be 
elaborated further below, this arrangement of the resonators 
center wavelengths can significantly reduce chromatic dis 
persion in the device, while keeping a flat-top passband and 
good isolation. 

004.5 The back mirror reflectivities of the two resonators 
30 are both set to be 100%. The front mirror reflectivities of 
the resonators 30 can be varied to adjust the passband, 
isolation, and dispersion of the interleaver waveform. In the 
example of FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 the front mirror reflectivities 
are set at r2=0.2 (i.e., 4% reflectivity) and r1=0.12 (i.e., 
1.44% reflectivity). Finally, the interferometer path length 
difference, AL, is set to be approximately (%)*d2, which 
comes out to ALs 1.499 mm. 

0046. A technical advantage of wavelength router 10 is 
its low dispersion. This can be most readily understood by 
comparison to a conventional Michelson interferometer in 
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which an incoming optical beam is split 50/50 between two 
optical paths (e.g., by a beamsplitter), as shown in FIG. 7. 
The beam propagating along the first path experiences a 
phase shift, d1 (f). Similarly, the Second beam experiences a 
phase shift, d20f). Note that f denotes the optical frequency, 
and that both the phase shift functions are frequency (or 
wavelength) dependent. The two output optical fields of the 
interferometer can be written as: 

0047. After some algebra, the two fields can be rewritten 
S. 

0.048. The key result from the above analysis is that the 
output waveform from the interferometer depends on the 
phase difference between the two arms. In contrast, the 
overall phase shift, and therefore the dispersion property, 
depends on the Sum of the two phase functions. In math 
ematical terms: 

Waveform o cos-(D1-d2)/2 or sin-(d1-d2)/2P 
Group Delay od(d1+d2)/df 
Dispersion od(d1+d2)/df 

0049 FIG. 8 shows an interferometer 100 in which an 
input signal 102 is split into two beams by a beamsplitter 
110. One beam propagates toward a mirror 120 and is 
reflected back by this mirror 120 toward the beamsplitter 
110. The other beam propagates toward a resonator 130 and 
is also reflected back toward the beamsplitter 110. The 
resonator 130 is a cavity with a partially-reflective front 
mirror and a totally-reflective back mirror, as shown for 
example in FIGS. 3 and 4. The resonator 130 reflects back 
Substantially all of the incident optical power regardless of 
wavelength, but the group delay of the reflected light is 
Strongly dependent on wavelength. The two reflected beams 
from the mirror 120 and from the resonator 130 interfere at 
the beamsplitter 110 and the resulting output is split into two 
output signals, one at output Ea, and the other in a different 
direction at output Eb. The two output signals contain 
complementary Subsets of the input spectral band. The two 
output ports Ea and Eb divide the Spectral Space evenly with 
alternating optical channels being directed to each output 
port (i.e., odd optical channels 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. are directed to 
output port Ea, while even channels 2, 4, 6, etc. are directed 
to output port Eb). Such a device concept has been proposed 
by B. B. Dingle and M. Izutsu, “Multifunction Optical Filter 
With A Michelson-Gires-Tournois Interferometer For Wave 
length-Division-Multiplexed Network System Applications, 
"Optics Letters, vol. 23, p. 1099 (1998) and the references 
therein. 

0050 FIG. 9 shows the corresponding phase functions of 
the two arms of the interferometer 100. d1 is the phase 
function of the resonator arm and d2 is the phase function 
(i.e., a Straight line) of the mirror arm. The phase difference 
shows a step-like behavior with a distance of It between 
Successive flat regions. This explains why the waveform is 
the flat-topped shape shown in FIG. 10. However, the sum 
of the phase functions has significant curvature and therefore 
the dispersion is high, as illustrated in FIG. 10. 
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0051). In contrast to FIG. 9, FIG. 5 shows the two phase 
functions d1 and d2 of the two arms in wavelength router 
10. The “bending”, or nonlinear behavior, of the two phase 
functions are caused by the resonators 30a and 30b respec 
tively. It can be seen that the bending direction of both the 
phase functions reverse themselves every 25 GHz. Since the 
resonators 30a and 30b have a center frequency difference of 
25 GHZ, the two phase functions d1 and d2 have opposite 
bending directions at any given frequency. The Summation 
of the two phase functions cancel each other's non-linearity, 
therefore (d1+d2) has nearly linear characteristics as 
shown in FIG. 5. 

0052 From the previously stated properties of the inter 
ferometer 100, an almost linear (d1+d2) function gives low 
chromatic dispersion. It is equally important to note that the 
difference of d1 and d2 remains a step-like function as 
shown in FIG. 5. As a result, the output waveform has flat 
passband and good isolation. The corresponding waveform, 
group delay, and dispersion of one of the two output ports 
are illustrated in FIG. 6. Note that the group delay and 
dispersion values in FIG. 6 are much smaller compared to 
the values shown in FIG. 10. 

0053. The previous discussion shows a step-by-step con 
Struction of a wavelength router 10 that performs dispersion 
compensation. This is done to give a quantitative example of 
router 10. Other channel spacings (e.g., ranging from 12.5 
GHz to 100 GHz) can be implemented by changing d1,d2, 
and AL in the Spirit described above. By varying the reso 
nator reflectivities r1 and r2, devices with a passband shape 
and dispersion different from those of FIG. 6 can also be 
obtained. A technical advantage of router 10 is that no matter 
what reflectivities r1 and r2 are chosen for resonators 30a 
and 30b, the waveform is approximately symmetric. This 
means that the waveform of one output Signal has about the 
Same shape as that of the other output signal. The two output 
waveforms are shifted from each other in wavelength, Since 
they are complimentary to each other in wavelength Space. 
0054) In contrast to interferometer 100 illustrated in FIG. 
8, wavelength router 10 performs a multiplexing and/or 
demultiplexing function with very low chromatic dispersion 
by employing a structure in which the phase difference 
function remains Step-like, but the phase Summation func 
tion becomes approximately linear with frequency. AS a 
result, the waveform has a flat-top passband, good isolation, 
and dispersion is Small. 

0055 As is evident in FIG. 5, the phase functions d1 and 
d2 have opposite bending characteristics, So their difference 
forms a step-like curve which gives rise to a flat-top wave 
form. However, because of the opposite bending character 
istics of these phase functions, the Sum of the two functions 
approximates a Straight line and thereby results in low 
dispersion. 

0056 FIG. 11 illustrates another embodiment of an opti 
cal wavelength router 1100. The input signal 12 initially 
passes through a beam displacer 1101 which comprises, for 
example, a birefringent element made from a material Such 
as calcite, rutile, lithium niobate, YVO-based crystals, and 
the like. Beam displacer 1101 splits the input signal 12 into 
two beams having orthogonal polarizations (e.g., along the 
X and Y directions, respectively). A polarization rotator 
1102 (e.g., a half-wave plate) rotates the polarization of one 
of the beams by 90 degrees, so that both beams have 
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Substantially the same polarization. The beam pair then 
passes through a polarized beamsplitter (PBS) 1103. 
0057 The beams are then incident onto a non-reciprocal 
element, such as a Faraday rotator 1105, which is used to 
Separate the back-propagating beams from the polarized 
input beams propagating in the forward direction. Referring 
to FIGS. 12A and 12B, the Faraday rotator 1105 may be a 
magneto-optic element Such as a doped garnet crystal 1201 
(e.g., YIG) bonded to a half-wave plate 1202. The crystal 
1201 rotates the input polarization by 45 degrees and the 
half-wave plate 1202 has its optical axis at 22.5 degrees. 
Thus, the Faraday rotator 1105 transmits light in the forward 
direction without changing its polarization, as shown in 
FIG. 12A, but rotates the polarization of any light from the 
opposite direction by a predetermined degree (e.g., 90 
degrees), as shown in FIG. 12B. Referring back to FIG. 11, 
the Faraday rotator 1105 transmits the polarized input beam 
pair in the forward direction without changing their polar 
ization, but rotates the polarization of the reflected beam pair 
from the opposite direction by 90 degrees. 
0.058. The input beam pair exiting the Faraday rotator 
1105 in the forward direction then passes through a second 
PBS 1107. A zero-order beam displacer 1115 splits the 
beams into two pair of orthogonally-polarized beams. Vari 
ous embodiments of a Zero-order beam displacer 1115 are 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/547,812, 
which is incorporated herein by reference. A first pair of 
beams having a common polarization passes through a delay 
element 1120, Such as a block of glass having a predeter 
mined thickness, and is then reflected back by a resonator 
1130a. A Second pair of beams having a polarization 
orthogonal to that of the first pair of beams is reflected back 
by a resonator 1130b. Resonators 1130a and 1130b may 
comprise the same type of resonators as resonators 30a and 
30b described above. The resonators 1130a and 1130b 
reflect back Substantially all of the incident optical power 
regardless of wavelength, but the group delay of the 
reflected light is Strongly dependent on wavelength. 

0059. The two pairs of reflected beams from the resona 
tors 1130a-b are recombined by back-propagation through 
the beam displacer 1115 and interfere to produce one beam 
pair again. Due to the birefringence of the beam displacer 
1115, a difference in the optical path lengths between the two 
beam pairs is generated. As a result, the polarization State of 
the back-propagating beam pair exiting the beam displacer 
1115 is a function of optical wavelength. In other words, this 
back-propagating beam pair has mixed polarization as a 
function of the optical wavelengths carried by the beams. 
0060. The second PBS 1107 splits this beam pair into two 
orthogonal polarizations. One polarization component of 
each beam is reflected by the second PBS 1107 and is 
directed toward output port A. In particular, one of the beams 
reflected by the second PBS 1107 passes through a polar 
ization rotator 1108 (e.g., a half-wave plate), which rotates 
the beam polarization by 90 degrees so that the beam pair 
entering the birefringent element 1109 are orthogonally 
polarized. The birefringent element 1109 associated with 
output port A combines these orthogonally-polarized beams 
to produce an output Signal 22 containing a predetermined 
Subset of the input spectral band. 
0061 The other polarization component of each beam is 
transmitted through the second PBS 1107 toward the Fara 
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day rotator 1105 along the same optical paths as the polar 
ized input beams, but in the opposite direction. The polar 
ization of the beam pair from the second PBS 1107 is rotated 
by 90 degrees by the Faraday rotator 1105, as previously 
discussed, So that they will be separated from the polarized 
input beams and reflected by the first PBS 1103 toward 
output port B. One of the beams reflected by the first PBS 
1103 passes through a polarization rotator 1118 (e.g., a 
half-wave plate), which rotates the beam polarization by 90 
degrees So that the beam pair entering the birefringent 
element 1119 are orthogonally polarized. The birefringent 
element 1119 associated with output port B combines these 
orthogonally-polarized beams to produce an output Signal 24 
containing a complementary Subset of the input spectral 
beam. 

0062 FIG. 13 illustrates yet another embodiment of an 
optical wavelength router 1300 according to the present 
invention. A portion of router 1300 is similar to that of router 
1100. Those elements of router 1300 that differ from those 
of router 1100 will be described in further detail. After the 
second PBS 1107, the beam pair is horizontally polarized 
along the X axis. A half-wave plate 1301 with its optical axis 
at 22.5 degrees from the X axis rotates the polarization of the 
beam pair by 45 degrees. A third PBS 1305 splits both beams 
into two different paths. The horizontally polarized compo 
nents of the beam pair are transmitted through the third PBS 
1305 and are reflected by the resonator 1130b, as previously 
described. The vertically polarized components of the beam 
pair are reflected by the third PBS 1305. They pass through 
the delay element 1120 and are reflected back by resonator 
1130a. The remainder of this embodiment operates in a 
manner similar to the embodiment shown in FIG. 11. If 
desired, one or more waveplates 1303 with optical axes at 45 
degrees to the X axis can be inserted between the Second 
PBS 1107 and the third PBS 1305 to allow fine tuning (e.g., 
by angle) of the interferometer's path length. 
0063. In operation of wavelength routers 1100 and 1300 
implementing a multiplexing function, each of birefringent 
elements 1109 and 1119 receives an input signal and splits 
each respective input signal into beam pairs having orthogo 
nal polarizations. Polarization rotator 1108 rotates one of the 
beam polarizations of a first beam pair So that both compo 
nents of the first beam pair have the same polarization. 
Polarization rotator 1118 rotates one of the beam polariza 
tions of a Second beam pair So that both components of the 
Second beam pair have the same polarization. The polariza 
tion of the Second beam pair may or may not be the same as 
that of the first beam pair. PBS 1103 directs the second beam 
pair toward Faraday rotator 1105. When routers 1100 and 
1300 perform a multiplexing function, the position of rotator 
1105 is reversed to the position of rotator 1105 when routers 
1100 and 1300 are performing the demultiplexing function 
described above with regard to FIGS. 11-13. The first beam 
pair and the second beam pair interfere and combine at PBS 
1107 to produce one beam pair. 

0064. Referring to FIG. 11, Zero-order beam displacer 
1115 of wavelength router 1100 splits the beams into two 
pair of orthogonally-polarized beams. One pair of orthogo 
nally-polarized beams passes through delay element 1120 
and is then reflected back by a resonator 1130a. The other 
beam pair is reflected back by a resonator 1130b. The 
resonators 1130a and 1130b reflect substantially all of the 
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incident optical power back regardless of wavelength, but 
the group delay of the reflected light is strongly dependent 
on wavelength. 

0065. The two pairs of reflected beams from the resona 
tors 1130a-b are recombined by back-propagation through 
the beam displacer 1115 and interfere to produce one beam 
pair again. Due to the birefringence of the beam displacer 
1115, a difference in the optical path lengths between the two 
beam pairs is generated. As a result, the polarization State of 
the back-propagating beam pair exiting the beam displacer 
1115 is a function of optical wavelength. In other words, this 
back-propagating beam pair has mixed polarization as a 
function of the optical wavelengths carried by the beams. 
0.066 Referring to FIG. 13, after passing through PBS 
1107, the beam pair is horizontally polarized along the X 
axis. Half-wave plate 1303 with its optical axis at 22.5 
degrees from the X axis rotates the polarization of the beam 
pair by 45 degrees. 

0067 PBS 1305 splits both beams into two different 
paths. The horizontally polarized components of the beam 
pair are transmitted through PBS 1305 and are reflected by 
the resonator 1130b, as previously described. The vertically 
polarized components of the beam pair are reflected by PBS 
1305 and pass through the delay element 1120 after which 
they are reflected back by resonator 1130a. The two pairs of 
reflected beams from the resonators 1130a-b are recombined 
by back-propagation through the PBS 1305 and interfere to 
produce one beam pair again. If desired, one or more 
waveplates 1301 with optical axes at 45 degrees to the X 
axis can be inserted between the second PBS 1107 and the 
third PBS 1305 to allow fine tuning (e.g., by angle) of the 
interferometer's path length. 

0068. In both wavelength router 1100 and 1300, PBS 
1107, rotator 1105 and PBS 1103 direct the back-propagat 
ing beam pair to birefringent element 1101. The polarization 
of one component of the beam pair is rotated by ninety 
degrees by polarization rotator 1102 so that the beam pair 
entering the birefringent element 1101 is orthogonally polar 
ized. Birefringent element 1101 combines these orthogo 
nally polarized beams to produce a multiplexed output 
Signal. 

0069. It should be understood that the use of resonators 
1130a and 1130b in wavelength routers 1100 and 1300 
results in low chromatic dispersion, as described above with 
regard to wavelength router 10. Therefore, the performance 
characteristics illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6 with regard to 
wavelength router 10 generally apply to wavelength routers 
1100 and 1300 as well. As a result, routers 1100 and 1300 
comprise alternative embodiments of router 10, but each of 
routers 10, 1100, and 1300 performs demultiplexing and/or 
multiplexing functions while achieving low chromatic dis 
persion. 

0070 FIG. 14 illustrates a cascaded architecture 1400 of 
optical filters. For example, a first stage of architecture 1400 
may include an optical filter 1402. A Second Stage of 
architecture 1400 may include optical filters 1410a and 
1410b, which are collectively referred to as optical filters 
1410. Third stage of architecture 1400 may include optical 
filters 1420a, 1420b, 1420c, and 1420d, which are collec 
tively referred to as optical filters 1420. Optical filters 1402, 
1410, and 1420 may comprise any combination and arrange 
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ment of optical filters that employ any Suitable conventional 
optical filtering technology (e.g., fiber bragg gratings, thin 
film filters, arrayed waveguide grating, etc.) and optical 
wavelength routers 10, 1100, and 1300 described above. 

0071. In the particular embodiment illustrated in FIG. 14, 
filter 1402 comprises a 50 GHz optical router 10 that 
receives a 50 GHz spaced dense wavelength division mul 
tiplexed (DWDM) signal 1405 and generates an odd-chan 
nel 100 GHz spacing DWDM signal 1415 and an even 
channel 100 GHz spacing signal 1417. Two 100 GHz filters 
1410a and 1410b are used to produce a 200 GHz spaced 
Signal 1431 carrying wavelengths w and Ws, a Signal 1429 
carrying wavelengths was and W7, a Signal 1427 carrying 
wavelengths w and we, and a signal 1425 carrying wave 
lengths w and Ws. A third Stage of filters 1420a-d are used 
to produce the individual channels w through ws on outputs 
1441, 1449, 1445, 1453, 1443, 1451, 1447, and 1455 respec 
tively. Signals 1415, 1417, 1425, 1427, 1429, and 1431 may 
be referred to as intermediate input signals and/or interme 
diate output Signals with respect to a particular filter 1402, 
1410, or 1420. By using one or more optical wavelength 
routers 10, 1100, and 1300 in the cascaded architecture 
1400, the device significantly reduces chromatic dispersion 
while keeping a flat-top passband for each channel and good 
isolation among channels. 

0072 Although FIG. 14 illustrates architecture 1400 
having three stages of filters to demultiplex a DWDM signal 
1405 having eight wavelength channels, it is contemplated 
that architecture 1400 may have any suitable number of 
stages to demultiplex a DWDM signal 1405 having any 
suitable number of wavelength channels. Moreover, FIG. 14 
is detailed with respect to demultiplexing a 50 GHz spaced 
DWDM signal 1405 for illustrative purposes only. It is 
contemplated that a DWDM signal 1405 having any suitable 
channel spacing (12.5 GHz, 50 GHz, 100 GHz, 200 GHz, 
etc.) may be processed by the architecture 1400 of filters. 
Additionally, although the description of architecture 1400 
is detailed with respect to a demultiplexing function, it 
should be understood that it can also perform a multiplexing 
function upon individual wavelength channels to produce 
one or more DWDM signals while achieving low chromatic 
dispersion. 

0073 FIG. 15 illustrates one embodiment of an optical 
networking architecture 1500 that includes an optical net 
work 1505 coupled to a demultiplexer network 1510, filters 
1550, switch fabrics 1560, regulators 1570, filters 1580, and 
a multiplexer network 1530. In general, optical wavelength 
routers 10, 1100, and/or 1300 may be incorporated into 
architecture 1500, such as in demultiplexer network 1510 
and/or multiplexer network 1530, to compensate for chro 
matic dispersion. It should be understood that architecture 
1500 may be configured differently and/or may include 
additional or fewer components without departing from the 
Scope of the present invention. 

0074. Optical network 1505 comprises any combination 
and arrangement of routers, bridges, hubs, gateways, 
Switches, multiplexers, demultiplexers, transmitters, ampli 
fiers, receivers, couplers, isolators, circulators, filters, detec 
tors, wavelength converters, add/drop devices, or any other 
appropriate optical networking components. Optical net 
work 1505 may include portions of a long-haul network, a 
metropolitan network, and/or a local/access network. 
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0075 Demultiplexer network 1510 and multiplexer net 
work 1530 each comprise an appropriate arrangement of 
filters. For example, demultiplexer network 1510 comprises 
filters 1512, 1514, 1516, 1518, and 1520. One or more of 
filters 1512-1520 may comprise a wavelength router 10, 
1100, and/or 1300 to perform a demultiplexing function 
while compensating for chromatic dispersion. Similarly, 
multiplexer network 1530 may comprise filters 1532, 1534, 
1536, 1538, and 1540. One or more of filters 1532-1540 may 
comprise a wavelength router 10, 1100, and/or 1300 to 
perform a multiplexing function while compensating for 
chromatic dispersion. 

0076 Filters 1550 and 1580 comprise gratings, Bragg 
gratings, Fiber gratings, Fiber Bragg gratings, Fabry-Perot 
filters, Thin-Film filters, interferometers, arrayed waveguide 
gratings, tunable filters, or any other optical device that 
proceSS and differentiate among optical Signals based upon 
wavelength. 

0077 Switch fabrics 1560 comprise switches and/or rout 
ers. In one embodiment Switch fabrics 1560 comprise add/ 
drop Switch arrayS. Various embodiments of an add/drop 
Switch array are disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
09/273,920, which is incorporated herein by reference. 
Regulators 1570 comprise any suitable device that adjust 
ably regulate the optical power level of an optical channel. 

0078. In operation, demultiplexer network 1510 receives 
input signal 12 from network 1505. Demultiplexer network 
1510 and filters 1550 separate input signal 12 into an array 
of Spatially Separated wavelength channels. This is generally 
done by progressively demultiplexing input signal 12 into 
intermediate Signals, Such as, for example, intermediate 
signals 1522a-b, 1524a-b, 1526, 1528a-b, and 1529a-b 
which may be referred to as intermediate input signals 
and/or intermediate output signals with respect to a particu 
lar filter 1512, 1514, 1516, 1518, and 1520. By using one or 
more optical routers 10, 1100, and/or 1300 in demultiplexer 
network 1510, each spatially separated wavelength channel 
generally has a flat-top passband, good isolation from other 
channels, and low chromatic dispersion. Switch fabrics 1560 
process the Spatially Separated channels to perform a Switch 
ing and/or routing function. In a particular embodiment, a 
Switch fabric 1560 may comprise an add/drop switch array 
that Selectively routes channels from the input ports to its 
drop ports; Substitutes channels from the add ports in place 
of the dropped channels, and routes the remaining input 
channels and the added channels to the output ports of the 
add/drop switch array. This combination of demultiplexer 
network 1510, filters 1550 and add/drop switch arrays 1560 
allows any combination of input channels to be replaced 
with any combination of add channels. 
0079. In one embodiment, the array of output channels 
from the Switch fabrics 1550 pass through regulators 1570 
which adjustably regulate the optical power level of each 
channel. In a particular embodiment, a Selected Subset of the 
channels associated with input signal 12 pass directly from 
demultiplexer network 1510 to multiplexer network 1530 in 
“express lanes.” A second array of filters 1580 and a 
multiplexing network 1530 combine the output channels so 
that they can be transmitted as a DWDM output signal 1590. 
This is generally done by progressively multiplexing into 
output signal 1590 intermediate Signals, Such as, for 
example, intermediate signals 1542a-b, 1544a–b, 1546a-b, 
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1548, and 1549a-b which may be referred to as intermediate 
input Signals and/or intermediate output Signals with respect 
to a particular filter 1532, 1534, 1536, 1538, and 1540. By 
using one or more optical routers 10, 1100, and/or 1300 in 
multiplexer network 1530, the wavelength channels com 
prising output signal 1590 generally have low chromatic 
dispersion. 

0080 FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate the dispersion pro 
files of modified embodiments of wavelength router 10. In 
a first modified embodiment of router 10, referred to here 
inafter as router 1600, the optical thickness d2 of resonator 
30b is selected so that resonator 30b has a free spectral range 
(FSR) of approximately 50 GHz and the resonance frequen 
cies are at f-6.25 GHZ. Here f denotes the center frequen 
cies of the WDM channels of input signal 12 that are spaced, 
for example, 50 GHz apart. The FSR of resonator 30b here 
is defined as the period of the resonator's complex reflec 
tivity. 

0081. The above conditions are achieved by following 
the equation: 

0082 and picking the integer m such that the equation: 
d2=c/(2*FSR) 

0083) is satisfied to best approximation. Here, is the 
center wavelength of any one of the input channels within 
the FSR of the particular resonator 30; and c is the speed of 
light in a vacuum. In a particular embodiment, w is the 
center wavelength of the center input channel within the 
FSR of the particular resonator 30. In an example for a 
c-band 50 GHz router 10, we can use =1545.32 nm, 
c=2.99792.458*10 m/sec, and therefore d2=2.998017 mm. 
The optical thickness d1 of resonator 30a is set such that 
d1 =d2-(/s). In the example here, d1 =2.997824 mm. 
0084. The dispersion profile of router 1600 is illustrated 
in FIG. 16A. Note that each period of the chromatic 
dispersion profile has a positive slope for a first range of 
frequencies and a negative slope for a Second range of 
frequencies. 

0085. The second modified embodiment of the router 10, 
referred to hereinafter as router 1610, can be constructed by 
eXchanging the optical thicknesses of resonatorS 30a and 
30b. For example, router 1600 yielding the performance 
characteristic illustrated in FIG. 16A can have resonator 30a 
with optical thickness, d1 =2.997824, and resonator 30b with 
optical thickness, d2=2.998017, as determined above. 
Router 1610 yielding the dispersion profile illustrated in 
FIG. 16B can have resonator 30a with optical thickness, 
d1=2.998017, and resonator 30b with optical thickness, 
d2=2.997824. Note that each period of the chromatic dis 
persion profile has a negative slope for a first range of 
frequencies and a positive slope for a Second range of 
frequencies. Therefore, by exchanging the optical thick 
nesses of resonators 30a and 30b from router 1600 to router 
1610, the chromatic dispersion profile is inverted about the 
center frequency along the X-axis and inverted about the 
Zero dispersion measurement about the y-axis. 
0086. By following the procedure above, the center 
wavelength of the resonator 30a is offset relative to the 
center wavelength of the resonator 30b by approximately 
one-quarter of the free Spectral range of both the resonators. 
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For example, if the free spectral range of both resonators is 
approximately 50 GHz, then the center wavelength of reso 
nator 30a is offset by approximately 12.5 GHZ relative to the 
center wavelength of resonator 30b. As will be elaborated 
further below, this arrangement of the resonators center 
wavelengths reduce chromatic dispersion in a multi-stage 
optical wavelength router configuration, while keeping a 
flat-top passband and good isolation. 
0087. The back mirror reflectivities of the two resonators 
30 are both set to be 100%. The front mirror reflectivities of 
the resonators 30 can be varied to adjust the passband, 
isolation, and dispersion of the interleaver waveform. In the 
example of FIGS. 16A and 16B, the front mirror reflec 
tivities are set at r2=0.2 (i.e., 4% reflectivity) and r1=0.2. 
Finally, the interferometer path length difference, AL, is Set 
to be approximately (%)*d2, which comes out to AL-1.499 
mm. Note that the exact AL values for routers 1600 and 1610 
can differ by a Small amount that is a fraction of a wave 
length. 

0088 Referring back to FIG. 14, the cascaded architec 
ture 1400 of optical filters may further include an arrange 
ment of routers 10, 100, 1100, 1300, 1600, and 1610 to yield 
a reduction in chromatic dispersion for the individual wave 
length channels, w through vs. Although the following 
description of cascaded architecture 1400 is described with 
reference to a two-stage configuration operating as a demul 
tiplexer, it should be understood that the arrangement of 
routers 10, 100, 1100, 1300, 1600, and 1610 in cascaded 
architecture 1400 can yield a reduction in chromatic disper 
Sion for individual wavelength channels W through ws for a 
configuration having any number of Stages greater than one 
when operating as a demultiplexer or a multiplexer. 

0089. In one embodiment of architecture 1400, a first 
stage of architecture 1400 includes a router 10 characterized 
by a chromatic dispersion profile having a first frequency 
offset and a second stage of architecture 1400 includes at 
least one router 10 characterized by a chromatic dispersion 
profile having a Second frequency offset. The chromatic 
dispersion profile of each of the first stage, Second Stage, and 
combined Stages is illustrated in greater detail with reference 
to FIG. 17. In particular, spectral curve 1710 corresponds to 
the chromatic dispersion profile of the first stage router 10 
with a first frequency offset; spectral curve 1712 corre 
sponds to the chromatic dispersion profile of the Second 
Stage router 10 with a Second frequency offset; and Spectral 
curve 1714 corresponds to the chromatic dispersion profile 
of the combined first and second stage routers 10. Note that 
spectral curves 1710 and 1712 each approach a sinusoidal 
curve as the reflectivities r1 and r2 of resonators 30a and 
30b, respectively, become substantially the same. 

0090. With reference to a 50 GHz router 10, for example, 
the first frequency offset may be such that for each indi 
vidual wavelength channel the Af=+6.25 GHZ, and the 
Second frequency offset may be Such that for each individual 
wavelength channel, the Af=-6.25 GHz. In another 
example, the first frequency offset may be Such that for each 
individual wavelength channel the Af=-6.25 GHZ, and the 
Second frequency offset may be Such that for each individual 
wavelength channel the Af=+6.25 GHz. 
0.091 In yet another example, the first frequency offset 
may be Such that for each individual wavelength channel the 
Af=0 GHz, and the second frequency offset may be such 
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that for each individual wavelength channel the Af=+/- 
12.50 GHz. In still another example, the first frequency 
offset may be such that for each individual wavelength 
channel the Af=+/-12.5 GHZ, and the Second frequency 
offset may be such that for each individual wavelength 
channel the Af=0 GHz. In this regard, the relative center 
frequency shift between the two stages is approximately 
one-half of the period of the chromatic dispersion profile. AS 
a result, the chromatic dispersion profile of the first Stage is 
almost opposite to that of the Second Stage at all frequencies, 
which allows them to cancel each other when the first and 
Second Stages are cascaded. The first and Second frequency 
offsets may be achieved by a number of different techniques, 
Such as, for example, (1) by changing the temperature in the 
cavity of any given resonator 30 to offset the center fre 
quency of that resonator 30 by a predetermined amount; (2) 
by inserting and adjusting the angle of a transparent plate 
along the optical path within the cavity of any given reso 
nator 30 to offset the center frequency of that resonator 30 
by a predetermined amount; and (3) by changing the air 
pressure in the cavity of any given resonator 30 to offset the 
center frequency of that resonator 30 by a predetermined 
amount. 

0092. In another embodiment of architecture 1400, a first 
stage of architecture 1400 includes a router 100 character 
ized by a chromatic dispersion profile having a first Slope at 
the center frequency of any particular wavelength channel, 
and a Second Stage of architecture 1400 includes at least one 
router 10 characterized by a chromatic dispersion profile 
having a Second Slope at the center frequency of the par 
ticular wavelength channel that is Substantially opposite to 
the first slope. The chromatic dispersion profile of each of 
the first Stage, Second Stage, and combined Stages is illus 
trated in greater detail with reference to FIG. 18. In par 
ticular, spectral curve 1810 corresponds to the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the first stage router 100; spectral curve 
1812 corresponds to the chromatic dispersion profile of the 
Second Stage router 10, and Spectral curve 1814 corresponds 
to the chromatic dispersion profile of the combined first and 
second stage routers 100 and 10. In this regard, the slope of 
the chromatic dispersion profile of the Second Stage optical 
wavelength router 10 is substantially opposite to the slope of 
the chromatic dispersion profile of the first stage optical 
wavelength router 10 over a range of frequencies Surround 
ing the center frequency of any particular wavelength chan 
nel. As a result, when the first and Second Stages are 
cascaded, the chromatic dispersion profile of the Second 
Stage router 100 Substantially compensates the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the first Stage router 10 Over a range of 
frequencies Surrounding the center frequency of any par 
ticular wavelength channel. Although this embodiment of 
architecture 1400 is described with reference to the first 
stage router 100 and the second stage router 10, it should be 
understood that architecture 1400 may also be arranged 
having a first stage router 10 and a second stage router 100 
to accomplish chromatic dispersion reduction. 
0093. In another embodiment of architecture 1400, a first 
stage of architecture 1400 includes a router 1600 and the 
second stage includes at least one router 1610. The chro 
matic dispersion profile of each of the first Stage, Second 
Stage, and combined Stages is illustrated in greater detail 
with reference to FIG. 19. In particular, spectral curve 1910 
corresponds to the chromatic dispersion profile of the first 
stage router 1600 having a first slope over a first range of 
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frequencies of a particular wavelength channel and a Second 
Slope over a Second range of frequencies of the particular 
wavelength channel. The Second slope is Substantially oppo 
site to the first slope. Spectral curve 1912 corresponds to the 
chromatic dispersion profile of the second stage router 1610 
having the Second slope over the first range of frequencies 
of the particular wavelength channel and the first slope over 
the Second range of frequencies of the particular wavelength 
channel. Spectral curve 1914 corresponds to the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the combined first and Second Stage 
routers 1600 and 1610. In this regard, when the first and 
Second Stages are cascaded, the chromatic dispersion profile 
associated with the second stage router 1610 substantially 
compensates the chromatic dispersion profile associated 
with the first stage router 1600 over the first and second 
range of frequencies of the particular wavelength channel, 
yielding the chromatic dispersion profile illustrated by Spec 
tral curve 1914. Although this embodiment of architecture 
1400 is described with reference to the first stage router 1600 
and the second stage router 1610, it should be understood 
that architecture 1400 may also be arranged having a first 
stage router 1610 and a second stage router 1600 to accom 
plish chromatic dispersion reduction. 

0094. The above disclosure sets forth a number of 
embodiments of the present invention. Other arrangements 
or embodiments, not precisely set forth, could be practiced 
under the teachings of the present invention and as Set forth 
in the following claims. 

1. An optical wavelength router comprising: 
a beamsplitter operable to Separate an input signal into a 

first beam and a Second beam; 

a first resonator operable to reflect the first beam and 
having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface Spaced a first optical thickness 
from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator operable to reflect the Second beam 
and having a partially reflective front Surface and a 
highly reflective back Surface Spaced a Second optical 
thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-eighth wavelength. 

2. The router of claim 1, wherein the beamsplitter is 
further operable to process the first beam and the Second 
beam to generate a first output signal for communication to 
a first output port and to generate a Second output signal for 
communication to a Second output port, the first output 
Signal comprising a first Subset of channels from the input 
Signal and the Second output Signal comprising a Second 
Subset of channels from the input signal. 

3. The router of claim 2, wherein: 

the input signal comprises an input Spectral band; 

the first output signal comprises a first Subset of the input 
Spectral band; and 

the Second output signal comprises a Second Subset of the 
input Spectral band that is complementary to the first 
Subset of the input spectral band. 
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4. The router of claim 1, wherein: 
the input signal comprises a first input signal; 
the beamsplitter is operable to Separate a Second input 

Signal into a third beam and a fourth beam; 
the first resonator is further operable to reflect the third 

beam; 
the second resonator is further operable to reflect the 

fourth beam; 
the beamsplitter is further operable to process the first 

beam, the second beam, the third beam, and the fourth 
beam to generate an output signal for communication to 
an output port; and 

the output signal comprises channels of the first input 
Signal combined with channels of the Second input 
Signal. 

5. The router of claim 1, wherein: 
the first resonator has a first center wavelength; and 
the Second resonator has a Second center wavelength; and 
the second center wavelength is offset relative to the first 

center wavelength by approximately one quarter of the 
free spectral range of the first resonator. 

6. The router of claim 1, wherein: 
the first beam propagates along an optical path having a 

first optical path length; 
the Second beam propagates along an optical path having 

a Second optical path length; and 
the difference between the first optical path length and the 

Second optical path length is approximately equal to 
one half of the first optical thickness. 

7. An optical device, comprising: 
a first Stage optical wavelength router that receives an 

input wavelength division multiplexed signal and that 
generates a first output signal comprising a first Subset 
of wavelength channels from the input Signal and a 
Second output Signal comprising a Second Subset of 
wavelength channels from the input signal, wherein the 
first stage optical wavelength router is characterized by 
a chromatic dispersion profile having a first frequency 
offset; and 

a Second Stage optical wavelength router that receives the 
first output signal and that generates a third output 
Signal and a fourth output signal, wherein the Second 
Stage optical wavelength router is characterized by the 
chromatic dispersion profile having a Second frequency 
offset Such that the difference between the first fre 
quency offset and the Second frequency offset com 
prises one-half of the period of the chromatic disper 
Sion profile. 

8. The optical device of claim 7, wherein the first stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter that separates the input signal into a first 
beam and a Second beam; 

a first resonator that reflects the first beam and having a 
partially reflective front Surface and a highly reflective 
back Surface Spaced a first optical thickness from the 
front Surface; and 
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a Second resonator that reflects the Second beam and 
having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface Spaced a Second optical thick 
neSS from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-quarter wavelength. 

9. The optical device of claim 7, wherein the second stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter that Separates the first output signal into a 
first beam and a Second beam; 

a first resonator that reflects the first beam and having a 
partially reflective front Surface and a highly reflective 
back Surface Spaced a first optical thickness from the 
front Surface; and 

a Second resonator that reflects the Second beam and 
having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface Spaced a Second optical thick 
neSS from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-quarter wavelength. 

10. The optical device of claim 8, wherein the first 
resonator and the Second resonator each have approximately 
the same front mirror reflectivity. 

11. The optical device of claim 7, wherein: 
the chromatic dispersion profile of the first Stage optical 

wavelength router is offset in a first direction by a 
particular frequency; and 

the chromatic dispersion profile of the Second Stage 
optical wavelength router is offset by the particular 
frequency in a Second direction Substantially opposite 
to that of the first direction. 

12. The optical device of claim 7, wherein: 
the magnitude of the first frequency offset is Substantially 

Zero; and 
the magnitude of the Second frequency offset is Substan 

tially one-half of the period of the chromatic dispersion 
profile. 

13. The optical device of claim 7, wherein the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the Second Stage optical wavelength 
router is Substantially opposite to the chromatic dispersion 
profile of the first stage optical wavelength router. 

14. An optical device, comprising: 
a first stage optical wavelength router that receives a first 

input signal comprising a first Subset of wavelength 
channels and a Second input signal comprising a Second 
Subset of wavelength channels, and that generates a 
first output Signal comprising the first and Second 
Subsets of wavelength channels, wherein the first Stage 
optical wavelength router is characterized by a chro 
matic dispersion profile having a first frequency offset; 
and 

a Second Stage optical wavelength router that receives the 
first output signal and a third input signal comprising a 
third Subset of wavelength channels, and that generates 
a Second output signal comprising the first, Second, and 
third Subsets of wavelength channels, wherein the 
Second Stage optical wavelength router is characterized 
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by the chromatic dispersion profile having a Second 
frequency offset such that the difference between the 
first frequency offset and the Second frequency offset 
comprises one-half of the period of the chromatic 
dispersion profile. 

15. The optical device of claim 14, wherein the first stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter; 

a first resonator having a partially reflective front Surface 
and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a Second 
optical thickness from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator having a partially reflective front 
Surface and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a 
Second optical thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-quarter wavelength. 

16. The optical device of claim 14, wherein the second 
Stage optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter; 

a first resonator having a partially reflective front Surface 
and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a Second 
optical thickness from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator having a partially reflective front 
Surface and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a 
Second optical thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-quarter wavelength. 

17. The optical device of claim 14, wherein: 
the chromatic dispersion profile of the first Stage optical 

wavelength router is offset in a first direction by a 
particular frequency; and 

the chromatic dispersion profile of the Second Stage 
optical wavelength router is offset by the particular 
frequency in a Second direction Substantially opposite 
to that of the first direction. 

18. The optical device of claim 14, wherein: 
the magnitude of the first frequency offset is Substantially 

Zero; and 
the magnitude of the Second frequency offset is Substan 

tially one-half of the period of the chromatic dispersion 
profile. 

19. The optical device of claim 14, wherein the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the Second Stage optical wavelength 
router is Substantially opposite to the chromatic dispersion 
profile of the first stage optical wavelength router. 

20. An optical device, comprising: 
a first stage optical wavelength router operable to receive 

an input wavelength division multiplexed signal and to 
generate a first output Signal comprising a first Subset of 
wavelength channels from the input signal and a Second 
output Signal comprising a Second Subset of wave 
length channels from the input signal, wherein the first 
Stage optical wavelength router is characterized by a 
chromatic dispersion profile having a first slope at a 
center frequency of a particular wavelength channel; 
and 
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a Second Stage optical wavelength router operable to 
receive the first output signal and to generate a third 
output signal and a fourth output signal, wherein the 
Second Stage optical wavelength router is characterized 
by a chromatic dispersion profile having a Second slope 
at the center frequency that is Substantially opposite to 
the first Slope. 

21. The optical device of claim 20, wherein the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the Second Stage optical wavelength 
router is Substantially opposite to the chromatic dispersion 
profile of the first stage optical wavelength router over a 
range of frequencies Surrounding the center frequency. 

22. The optical device of claim 20, wherein the first stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter operable to Separate an input signal into a 
first beam and a Second beam; 

a mirror operable to reflect the first beam; and 
a resonator operable to reflect the Second beam and 

having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface. 

23. The optical device of claim 20, wherein the second 
Stage optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter operable to Separate an input signal into a 
first beam and a Second beam; 

a first resonator operable to reflect the first beam and 
having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface Spaced a first optical thickness 
from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator operable to reflect the Second beam 
and having a partially reflective front Surface and a 
highly reflective back Surface Spaced a Second optical 
thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-quarter wavelength. 

24. An optical device, comprising: 
a first Stage optical wavelength router operable to receive 

a first input signal comprising a first Subset of wave 
length channels and a Second input Signal comprising a 
Second Subset of wavelength channels, and further 
operable to generate a first output Signal comprising the 
first and Second Subsets of wavelength channels, 
wherein the first stage optical wavelength router is 
characterized by a chromatic dispersion profile having 
a first Slope at a center frequency of a particular 
wavelength channel; and 

a Second Stage optical wavelength router operable to 
receive the first output signal and a third input Signal 
comprising a third Subset of wavelength channels, and 
further operable to generate a Second output Signal 
comprising the first, Second, and third Subsets of wave 
length channels, wherein the Second Stage optical 
wavelength router is characterized by a chromatic 
dispersion profile having a Second slope at the center 
frequency that is Substantially opposite to the first 
slope. 

25. The optical device of claim 24, wherein the chromatic 
dispersion profile of the Second Stage optical wavelength 
router is Substantially opposite to the chromatic dispersion 
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profile of the first stage optical wavelength router over a 
range of frequencies Surrounding the center frequency. 

26. The optical device of claim 24, wherein the first stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter; 

a first resonator having a partially reflective front Surface 
and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a first 
optical thickness from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator having a partially reflective front 
Surface and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a 
Second optical thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-quarter wavelength. 

27. The optical device of claim 24, wherein the second 
Stage optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter operable to Separate an input signal into a 
first beam and a Second beam; 

a mirror operable to reflect the first beam; and 
a resonator operable to reflect the Second beam and 

having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface. 

28. An optical device, comprising: 
a first stage optical wavelength router operable to receive 

an input wavelength division multiplexed signal and to 
generate a first output Signal comprising a first Subset of 
wavelength channels from the input signal and a Second 
output Signal comprising a Second Subset of wave 
length channels from the input signal, wherein the first 
Stage optical wavelength router is characterized by a 
chromatic dispersion profile having a first Slope over a 
first range of frequencies and a Second Slope over a 
Second range of frequencies, the Second slope being 
Substantially opposite to the first Slope; and 

a Second Stage optical wavelength router operable to 
receive the first output signal and to generate a third 
output Signal and a fourth output signal, wherein the 
Second Stage optical wavelength router is characterized 
by a chromatic dispersion profile having the Second 
slope over the first range of frequencies and the first 
slope over the Second range of frequencies. 

29. The optical device of claim 28, wherein the chromatic 
dispersion profile associated with the Second Stage optical 
wavelength router is Substantially opposite to the chromatic 
dispersion profile associated with the first Stage optical 
wavelength router over the first and Second range of fre 
quencies. 

30. The router of claim 28, wherein the first stage optical 
wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter operable to Separate an input signal into a 
first beam and a Second beam; 

a first resonator operable to reflect the first beam and 
having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface Spaced a first optical thickness 
from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator operable to reflect the Second beam 
and having a partially reflective front Surface and a 
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highly reflective back Surface Spaced a Second optical 
thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-eighth wavelength. 

31. The router of claim 28, wherein the second stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter operable to Separate an input signal into a 
first beam and a Second beam; 

a first resonator operable to reflect the first beam and 
having a partially reflective front Surface and a highly 
reflective back Surface Spaced a first optical thickness 
from the front Surface; and 

a Second resonator operable to reflect the Second beam 
and having a partially reflective front Surface and a 
highly reflective back Surface Spaced a Second optical 
thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-eighth wavelength. 

32. An optical device, comprising: 
a first Stage optical wavelength router operable to receive 

a first input signal comprising a first Subset of wave 
length channels and a Second input Signal comprising a 
Second Subset of wavelength channels, and further 
operable to generate a first output Signal comprising the 
first and Second Subsets of wavelength channels, 
wherein the first stage optical wavelength router is 
characterized by a chromatic dispersion profile having 
a first slope over a first range of frequencies and a 
Second slope over a Second range of frequencies, the 
Second slope being Substantially opposite to the first 
slope; and 
Second Stage optical wavelength router operable to 
receive the first output signal and a third input Signal 
comprising a third Subset of wavelength channels, and 
further operable to generate a Second output Signal 
comprising the first, Second, and third Subsets of wave 
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length channels, wherein the Second Stage optical 
wavelength router is characterized by a chromatic 
dispersion profile having the Second Slope over the first 
range of frequencies and the first slope over the Second 
range of frequencies. 

33. The optical device of claim 32, wherein the chromatic 
dispersion profile associated with the Second Stage optical 
wavelength router is Substantially opposite to the chromatic 
dispersion profile associated with the first Stage optical 
wavelength router over the first and Second range of fre 
quencies. 

34. The router of claim 32, wherein the first stage optical 
wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter; 

a first resonator having a partially reflective front Surface 
and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a first 
optical thickness from the front Surface; and 
Second resonator having a partially reflective front 
Surface and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a 
Second optical thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-eighth wavelength. 

35. The router of claim 32, wherein the second stage 
optical wavelength router comprises: 

a beamsplitter; 

a first resonator having a partially reflective front Surface 
and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a first 
optical thickness from the front Surface; and 
Second resonator having a partially reflective front 
Surface and a highly reflective back Surface Spaced a 
Second optical thickness from the front Surface; 

wherein the difference between the first optical thickness 
and the Second optical thickness is approximately equal 
to one-eighth wavelength. 


